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Structural Markedness and Nonreduplicntive Copying'
Ahmadu Ndanusa Kawu
Rutgers University, New Brunswick and University of norin. Nigeria

O.

Introduction

Syllables are either unmarked or marked (prince and Smolensky 1993 following Jakobson
1962). The unmarked syllable structure is CV. that is. made up of a consonant and a
vowel. Other syllable structures are marked. These include syllables of the type V. which
lacks an onset, eev. with a complex ansel, and eve. with a coda consonant. Any
sequence of Vs. and Cs in onset and cdda positions are marked accordingly. The marked
syllable structures can be improved in one of three ways. namely deletion. epenthesizing an
unmarked segment or copying a segment that is already present in the input. In the cases of
strucrural markedness to be discussed deletion is not no option. Of the two remaining
options. epenthesizing an unmarked segment into the structure has the effects shown in (1)
where the epenthesized segments are underlined.
(I) • .

b.

c.

v

-

CCV

-

eve -

kV.
cy.CV.
CV.CV.

The second option of copying a segment that is already present in the input has the effects
in (2) where subscripts indicate correspondence between the segments.

I This paper is an excerpt from my qualifying paper in phonology. I am grateful 10 the members of
my committee Akin Akinlabi, Alan Prince. and Hubert Truckenbrodt for their insightful comments aM
suggestions. Ve rsions of the paper were ~nted at the Rutgers and University of Maryland Optimality
Theory Workshop (University of Maryland and Johns Hopkins University. March 1999), Departmental
Seminar of the Department of Linguistics and Nigerian Languages (University of norin, Nigeria, August
1999). My thanks 10 audiences at these meetings for probing questions and useful suggestions. I must
thank participants in !he Seminar in Phonology class (Rutgers University, Fall 1999) under the direction of
Alan Prince for their numerous suggestions that enabled me 10 have new perspectives on the issues
discussed here. Thanks to participants at NELS 30 for asking clarify ina: questions and suggesting eXlension
of the ideas here to other pertinent issues. I am not sure that J have been able to judiciously implemenl al l
lhe wonderful suggestions in the space that I have. I therefore take responsibility for any errors therein.
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(2) ,.

v.ely

~

b.

C,CZV j

~

c.

C'V'C2

~

e[y.elv
C,V1·CZV 1_
C,V\.CzV\.

The second option is nonreduplicative copying (Urbanczyk 1998b). It is different from

reduplicative copying as there is no reduplicative morpheme in the input. Copying here is
motivated by the need to improve structural markedness rather than to realize a reduplicative
morpheme as in reduplication.
The fir.>t option is a violation of the anti-epenthesis constraint DEP, while the
second is a violation of INTEGRITY McCarthy and Prince 1995), the constraint against
input segments having multiple correspondents in the output given in (3).
(3)

lNTIGRITY

No element of S I has multiple correspondents in S2_
ForxE S, andw. ZE S2. ifx9'tw andx9tz, then w=z.
The goal of this paper is to demonstrate that the interaction between OEP and
IN'IEGRITY with other constraints determines the choice of strategy for improving structural
markedness. Epenthesis is due to the ranking lNTI:GRITY » DEP while copying is due (0
the ranking DEP » lNTEGRTIY. I provide evidence for this interaction from Yoroba
gerundial affixation (a.k.a. deverbal reduplication (Akinlabi 1985, 1999, Pulleyblank
1988, Alderete et al. 1997, 01a 1995, among others)), Temiar simulfactive affixation
(Gafos 1998) and Makassarese coda condition effects (McCarthy and Prince 1994). A
unified approach to copying, reduplicative and nonreduplicative, is proposed, extending the
analysis of non reduplicative copying to reduplicative copying. In section I I discuss
Yoruba gerundial affixation and give an analysis based on the interaction of DEP and
lNrEGRITY with the markedness constraint against high tone syllables without onset.
Section 2 discusses Temiar simulfactive affixation noting that an onsetless syllable that
potentially results from the process is avoided by having a copy of the s.lem consonant as
onset for the affLX. In section 3 the analysis of Yoruba and Temiar which involve consonant
copying is extended to Makassarese in which supposedly epenthetic vowels are identical to
the vowel of the preceding syllable. In section 4 the Integrity approach is extended to
reduplicative copying. I suggest a model of copying that unifies both types of copying. The
paper concludes in section 5 with a summary of the analyses and possible extensions to
other cases of structural markedness and copying patterns.

1.

Yoruba Gerundial Affixation

In Yoruba the nominal prefix i- attaches to verbs to form nouns as in (4a). The resulting
nouns are either substantives (4b) or gerunds (4c). Substantives surface with a low or mid
tone on the prefix (4b) while gerunds sutface with a high lone on the prefix and a copy of
the stem consonant as onset for the prefix rather than just with a high tone on the prefix
(4c). The forms cited are those in which both nominal types are possible as not all verbs
can have substantives and gerunds resulting from i-prefixation.
(4)

Vern
j6

ku
56

m,

I.

'dance'
'die'
'fart'
'know'
'split'

a. i-Prefixation h. Substantive
i-jo
'dance'
i-kU
1'death'
i-so
i-s6, 'fart'
i-m:J
i-roo 'knowledge'
i-Ia
i-Ia 'line'
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c. Gerund
jf-j6 ('[-j6)
ki-ku (*i-ku)
si-so (*i-s6)
mi-mo (*i-mO)
Jf-UI
('[-Ia)

'dancing'
' dying'
'farting'
'knowing'
'splitting'

2
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'beal'

i-lil

I-Iu

'drum'

Ii-lil

(* f-lil)

379

'beating,l

The analysis of the Yoruba data hinges on the role of the high tone. We regard the
high tone in these forms as a featuraJ affix (see Akinlabi 1996). It is the gerundive marker
and it distinguishes gerunds from other nominals in the language. The high tone gerundive
marker is realized on the nominal prefix i- as in the starred forms in (4c). These do not
however surface as such. They are structurally mruked as they have high tone syllables
without onset. Syllables without onset are muked and the high tone is the most marked
tone given the universal tone markedness hierarchy (Akinlabi 1997) in (5).
(5)

Universal Tone Markedness Hierarchy
*[H] » *[Ll » *[M]

Though forms with onsetless syllables and high tones abound in the language despite their
markedness, it is the doubly marked structure that is prohibited. This doubly marked
structure is a violation of the conjoined slructural markedness constraint in (6). 3
*H & ONSET
High tone syllables without onset are marked.

(6)

The potential violation of (6) is avoided in the forms in (4c) by copying the stem
consonant rather than epenthesizing an unmarked consonant due to the ranking DEP »
lNTEORrIY. The constraints and the ranking that account for the data are as in (7) with an
illustrative tableau (8).
*H & ONSET. DEP» INTEGRITY

(7)

(8)
mput: In + i + m:>!
"-

b.
c.

...

*H&ONSET

im::>

hfJro
m fm:>

• !

,
,
,
,

DEP

• !

INTEGRITY

•

The input consists of the high tone gerundive marker (H), the nominal prefix i- and the
verb stem. Candidate (a) with the high tone gerundive marker on the prefix fatally violates
*H & ONSET. Candidate (b) with h-epenthesis avoids this violation but fataJly violates
l The forms Hleu 'dying' and Ulu 'beating' have the variants kuku and Mid rcspcctivdy. As
pointed out by Akiniabi (1999) this variation is possible with verb stems with high vowels, oral arxl
nasalized. AkinJabi suggests a possible approach to analyring Ihis variation and it is beyond the scope of
this paper to analyze the variation or optionality involved in these forms. Notice also the variation between
mid and low tone on substantives, with the fanner occurring with verb Siems with a high tone and the Jailer
with verb stems wilh a low tone. There is no obvious generalization with respect to this OCCUIRJIce as we
find low lone prefixes occuning with high and mid lone verb stems as in c)·leu 'corpse' and l-je 'bait' . On
the olher hand mid tone prefixes occur wilh mid and low lone verb stems as in e-nl 'load' and e-mu
·palmwine' .
, The constraint so fonnulatcd captures the observation made by Cia (1995) to the effect that a
high tone vowel cannot occur in absolute word-initial position. Ola formulates the relevant constraint in
fonn of a morpheme structure constraint as ·1fV. This formulation misses the generalization with respect (a
syllabic-tone interaction in Yoruba, especially the fact that high tone syllables always have onset while
syllables with mid and low tones need not haVe onset. The former is more marked than the latter and it is
this markedness that is captured by the fonnulation in (6).
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Dsp. Candidate (c), the optima1 candidate. avoids a DEP violation and satisfies the
markedness constraint by copying the consonant of the verb stem as onset for the highloned syllable. This results in me input stem consonant having more than one

correspondent in the output and thus violating INTEGRITY. a violation that is not fatal.

There are two pieces of evidence for the analysis, tone association asymmetry and
prefixation patterns. Yoruba exhibits lone association asymmetry in nouns of the form
V1CV'l such that V I can only bear low and mid tone but never a high tone. Nouns with high
tone on VI are usually of the form CVCV. The paradigm in (9) illustrates this asymmetry.
However, V1 can bear any tone as the examples in (10) show.

'lev
(10)., 'lev

vev
b, vev

(9).,

na

ag.

~W:J

b,

'town'
'chair'
'color'

c. ·VCV, but CVCV

on
af::>

'head'
'clam'

;)ja

'market'

c.CVCV
drg!
'mirror'
yiye 'extremity'

wura

'gold'

The prefixation pattern of Yoruba is such that low and mid tone prefixes, but not
high tone preflXes, are attested as in (II). Gerundial affixation is the only instance of high
tone prefixation but does not surface as such due to *H & ONSET.
(11) a. Low tone prefixation

ku
tb

o-ku

e.-to

'die; corpse'
'arrange; arrangement'

b. Mid tone prefixation
:)-de 'hunt; hunter'
y~
a-y:, 'rejoice; joy'

cl£

A number of pertinent issues arise from the analysis of Yoruba gerundial affixation.
The first relates to the consonant that copies in gerunds formed from complex verbs with
more than one consonant. It is usually the first consonant, and not the second, that copies
as in the examples in (12).
(12)

dAr.
gb6na
bun!

didfua
gbfgblim'
bfburU

*ridara
*nfgb6n!
*n"bunl

'be:good; goodness'
'be:wann, hot; wannth, heat'
'be:evil; evilness'

The constraint that determines the choice of copied consonant is MINIMAL DISTANCE
(M1NDIST) as fonnulated in (13). This constraint is a bener detenninant than that which
appeals to the structural role of the consonant (d. SROLE of Gafos 1998 following
STROLE of McCarthy and Prince 1994). The laner type requires that the copied consonant
have the same structural role as the input consonant. But as we see from the Yoru~a
complex verbs both consonants have the same structural role, they are onsets, and there ,s
no other way of detennining which is to be copied.
(13)

MlNIMALDISTANCE(MINDISf)

If x in S, has y and z as correspondents in S2. then y and z must be adjacent.
The second issue is the occurrence of word internal high tone syllables without
onset The prediction of the analysis is that such fonns surface with a copy of an input
consonant as onset for the syllable. An example of such forms is QlMjiyii. ·well-being'.
Given me present analysis the word internal d violates *H & ONSET and the syllable should
surface with a copy of an input segment giving either *lJ.JaMjiya or *lJ.ll1.fdfiytl. as outputs,
both of which are ill-fanned. There are two approaches to this issue. The first is that (he
onset of the preceding syllable suffices to anchor the high [one onsetless syllable on the

https://scholarworks.umass.edu/nels/vol30/iss1/28
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assumption that the form is syllabified as tUa.ff.jl.ya 0 th'
roach lbe preceding
syllable and the onsetless high tone v~wel constitute a ~on3 o~s ~~ng such that there is
no sylla?le break when. the ,form IS pr~nou~ced, The s~ond a proach depends on
~sumpt~ons ab~ut, sylla~lficatJOn and morificatio~ !se.e Pulleyblank f994), Here the fo!'fTI
IS syllabified as a.laa.fi,ya such that the sequence laa is regarded as a bimoraic syllable With
a contour tone, In this case *H & ONSET is not violated.
In Yoruba loan vocabulary the same marked structure that results from gerundia1
affixation is r~solve~ by I~-~~enthesis: Loanwor~s from English with a high tone ~niti~
vowel are reahzed With an Imba! h as In (14). Akinlabi (1999) observes that h_insertlon IS
?~t~onal for ~ilingual speaker~ while it is Obligatory for monolingual speakers, When the
Imual vowel IS pronounced with a tone other than tugh there is no h-insertion as in (15),
(14)

henfi

h~IDli

ha!5;;mu
(15)

adiresl
?tiiibansl

'imwniili

'envy'
'ugly'
'alum'
'address'
'advance'
'Emmanuel'

The insertion of an unmarked consonant in (14) appears to pose a problem for the
ranking ,?EP » lNlEORITY that we hav~ established for the choice of copying over
epenthesIs, Though the marked structure In each case has a different source the same
cons~nt is v~olated. The t0r:'e patten,t of loa!'words, is a reflex of the stress pattern of the
words In EnglIsh such that high tone IS asSOCiated With stressed syllables. The choice of hepenthesis would require a reversal of the ranking already established leading to a ranking
paradox. The choice of h-epenthesis is to ensure a minimal distortion of the loan target. The
potential problem is solved if we recognize a family of faithfulness constraints that make
reference to the source language as suggested in Kawu 1999 given in (16),
(16)

FAITHS(OURCE)

Loanwords must be faithful to the source language.
Ranking this constraint appropriately as in (17) ensures that h-epenthesis is preferred over
copying in loanwords, The ranking is illustrated in the tableau in (18), Consonantal and
vocalic modifications are not assessed for violations of the faithfulness constraint,
(17)

*H & ONSET» FAITHs» DEP» INTEGRITY

18)
Source:

/enVJi

a.

enf!

h.
c.

n en f 1
en fl
henfl

d. or

*H & ONSET

FAITH,

DE?

lNrEORITY

*!
*!

.r

*

•

In tableau (18), candidate (a) which is fully faithful to the source fatally viol,ates *H
& ONSET. Candidates (b) and (c) with copies of input consonants as onset for the high ~one

initial vowel render the loan unrecognizable, a fatal violation of FAITHs' 1}le optimal
candidate (d) satisfies *H & ONSET and FAITHs. Its violatio~ of DEP and sabsfactton of
lNTEGRrIY are not significant as the decision is made by the hIgher ranked FAITHs'
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The analysis of the Yoruba data as the emergence of the unmarked with fixed
segmentism (Alderete et al. 1997) based on i being the least marked and thus epenthctic

vowel in the language has a number of problems (see Akinlabi 1999 for details). The
epenthetic vowel i is usually inserted to simplify clusters and codas in loanwords from
English (19a).lt harmonizes with the preceding consonant, it is II. after JabiaJs (19b).
(19) •. gir3mA

'grammar'

'class'

kDaasj

b. bliredi
jiipy.

'bread'
'jeep'

If the i in the gerunds were epenthetic it is expected to harmonize accordingly wilh me
preceding consonant. But this is the not the case as such harmony results in ill-formed
outputs as in (20).
(20)

hi

bo

[0

bfu£
bib6

fif;)

*bUbe: 'plead; pleading'
"'bUbo 'peel; peeling'
"'fur:> 'break.; breaking'

The unmarked tone in Yoruba is not the high tone but the mid tone (Akinlabi 1985,
Pulleyblank 1986). The emergence of the most marked tone in the reduplicant is not
expected under the emergence of the unmarked analysis (see Akinlabi 1997 and Kawu
1998 for emergent tonal patterns).
The present analysis avoids the problems associated with the fIxed segmentism
analysis and accounts for the asynunetry in Yoruba prefixation and patterns of syllable~tone
interaction in a way that the fixed segmentism analysis does not.

2.

TemiaT Simulfactive Affixation

The analysis of Temiar that we provide is based on Gafos' (1998) description of the
language and we adopt his assumptions. Our analysis however differs from his in
significant ways. According to Gafos, Temiar lexical items consist of a major syllable
which is preceded optionally by a number of minor syllables. The difference between the
two is that the major syllable is stressed and has the only phonologically specifIed vowel in
the word while the minor syllable is not stressed and has consonants but no phonologically
specified vowel. Some examples from Gafos 1998 are given in (21) where minor syllables
are in bold and syllable boundaries are indicated by periods.

(21)

deek
t.lek
cb.niib
k.rn.waak
gn.gr.lut

'house'
'to teach'
'going'
'frame'
'spindly-ness'

On the basis of the forms in (21) Gafos arrives at some descriptive generalizations about
the language. First, only one stressed vowel is allowed per lexical word. Second, an onset
consonant is always present and complex onsets and codas are not allowed. In forms with
two consonants in the minor syllable as in cb.niib 'going' the first consonant is the onset
and the second is the coda.
The verbal morphology of Temiar consists of two voices, active and causative, and
each voice comprises three aspects, perfective which is me unmarked aspect, simulfactive,
and continuative. The paradigms for the two voices are given in (22) and (23) respectively
for biconsonantal and triconsonantaJ roots.

https://scholarworks.umass.edu/nels/vol30/iss1/28
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(22)

a.

b.
c.
(23)

a.
b.
c.

383

Active Voice
Perfective
Simulfactive
Continuative

Biconsonantal
k::l::lw ' to call'
ka.b::lw
kw .k::l::lw

Triconsonantal
s.bg 'to lie down'
sa.bg
sg.bg

Causative Voice
Base (Act. Perf.)
Perfective
Simulfactive
Continuative

Biconsonantal
b::lw 'to call'
tr.bow
t.ra.bow
trw.k::l;:)w

Triconsonantal
s.bg 'to lie down'
sr.bg
s.ra.bg
s.rg.bg

The simulfactive aspect is expressed by the affix a which attaches to the major
syllable of biconsonantal and triconsonantal roots. The result is that triconsonantal roots
surface with the affix between the minor syllable and the major syllable. But biconsonantal
roots surface with a copy of the root consonant as onset ~or the affix. We analyze this as a
case of nonreduplicative copying to improve structural markedness. Since every syllable
has an onset, ONSET is inviolable in the language. Simulfactive affixation in biconsonantal
roots leads to a potential violation of ONSET. This potential violation is avoided by copying
a root consonant rather than epenthesizing an unmarked consonant due to the ranking DEP
»INTEGRITY. In triconsonantal roots with minor syllables there is no potential violation
of ONSET as the minor syllable serves as onset for the simulfactive affix in the active voice
and the coda of the minor syllable is resyllabified with the affix in the causative voice. The
constraims that account for Temiar simulfactive affixation and their ranking are given in
(24) with an illustrative tableau (25).
(24)

ONSET, DEP» INTEGRITY

(25)
Input: la + bowl
a.b::lw
a.
O.
la. oow
c ....
k a.k ;:)::lW

ONSET
*!

I

DEP

INTEGRITY

I
I

*!
*

In tableau (25) the input is the simulfactive affix a and the biconsonantal root Candidate (a)
fatally violates ONSET. Candidate (b) avoids this violation by having an epenthetic segment
as onset for the affix, but fatally violates DEP. The optimal candidate ec) satisfies ONSET
and DEP but violates INrEGRITY, a violation which has no fatal consequence.
The analysis of the Temiar data presented here differs essentially from that of Gafos
(1998). For Gafos it is a case of reduplicative copying where the simulfactive affix is a
reduplicant which is prespecified for the vowel a and it has a correspondence relation with
the base. It is this correspondence relation that dictates copying. If this were indeed the case
we expect every segment of the base to copy in both biconsonantal and triconsonantal
roots, But copying only takes place in the fonner where there is a potential violation of
ONSET. The failure of copying in triconsonantal roots is due (0 the fact that ONSET is not at
issue. It is also a clear indication that there is no reduplicative morpheme in the input and
BR-correspondence constraints are not needed to account for the data. A case can however
be made for reduplication with respect to the continuative affix which lacks segmental
content and is realized with varying copies of the root consonants. We return to this issue
in our discussion of reduplicative copying in section 4.

Published by ScholarWorks@UMass Amherst, 2000
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The general advantage of the analysis of Yoruba gerundial affixation and Temiar
simulfactive affIxation is that it succeeds in accounting for apparent long-distance
consonantal (IDC) spreading, which Gafos argues should be eliminated from the theory.

without appealing to reduplication or resorting to any kind of geometric representations that
have characterized previous attempts at explaining this phenomenon such as VIC planar
segregation (see Gafos 1998 for relevant references). Here, lhere is no spreading but
copying motivated by the phonology rather than the morphology. The analysis. with the
appropriate assumptions, can potentially handle the complexities of the copying patterns of

Temiar and those observed in Semitic languages. Ussishkin's (Sherman) (to appear)
discussion of Modem Hebrew denominal verb formation is an attempt in this direction. The
analysis does not only succeed in eliminating LDe spreading but can be extended to
apparent cases of vowel-la-vowel spreading as in Makassarese coda condition effects.

3.

Makassarese Coda Condition Effects

The descriptive facts of Makassarese coda condition effeclS (McCarthy and Prince 1994
following work by Aronoff et al. 1987) are the following. A syllable-final consonant is
either the velar nasal 1), the glottal stop 7. or a consonant that is homorganic with the
following onset as in the underlying forms in (26).
(26)

taW)

balIa1
rantas

'year'
'house'
'dirty'

Stems ending in consonants other than 1) and 7, surface with 7 and a copy of the vowel of
the adjacent syllable between the input final consonant and the epenthesized glottal stop as
in (27).
(27)

ranlasa1

rantaste7ter --+

t€ltere?

jamal -

jamaIa1

'dirty'
'quick'
'naughty'

(teUere?]

McCarthy and Prince (1994) attribute the limitation on possible codas to the CODACOND constraint that requires syllable-final consonants to be Placeless. The constraint is
satisfied by the velar nasal, glottal stop. and medial clusters in wbich the coda consonant
shares Place with the following consonant In our view (see McCarthy and Prince 1994 for
slightly different assumptions) 7 is epenthesized in fonns that violate CODA-COND (27).
This however creates an iII-fonned cluster that is simplified by copying the vowel of the
adjacent syllable rather than epenthesizing an unmarked vowel. The markedness constraint
that ?-epenthesis potentially violates is *COMPLEX that regards complex. structures as
marked. The constraints that account for the Makassarese data and their ranking are given
in (28) with an illustrative tableau (29). Since full correspondence is respected in teons of
parsing and identity, only candidates thaI satisfy this are considered for evaluation.
(28)

FINAL-C, CODA-COND, ·COMPLEX» DEP» INTEGRITY

(29)

-'a
e.or

https://scholarworks.umass.edu/nels/vol30/iss1/28
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In tableau (29), candidate (a), a faithful parsing of the '
.
.
of CODA-CONDo Candidate (b) avoids this violation by havi~nput., Incurs a faIal violation
parsing the coda consonant as onset., but fatally violates FlNAL~~ a copy Of. the vowel ?Dd
prosodic words to be con~nant-fin~ (see McCarthy and Prince' 1~constramt that reqwres
vowel-final words). CandIdate (e) With 7-epenthesis satisfies both C 94 for the ~t of

C but fatally violates the markedness constraint *COMPLEX C O~A·COND an~ FINALhigher constrainlS but simplifies the complex coda by epenthes,8!Jdidate (d) satisfies all
and incurs two violations of DEP, one of which is fatal. The op~l~gC:diunmarked v.owel
the same constraints as candidate (d) except that it avoids a fatal . I ~ (e) satlsfies

copying an input vowel, and thus violates INl'EGRlTY, an insignifi \1)0 ati?n ~f DEP !Y
decision is made by DEP.
leant vlOlatlon as e

The nonredup!icative copyin~ account of Makassarese resolves the
bl
raised
by McCarthy and Princ~ (~994~ wlth respect to the qUality of the so-ca!:t :m nthetic
vowel. To account for Its Identlty to the vowel of the Preceding syllabi tb pe cal to
Clements' (1993) view of feature geometry by assuming a linked stru ~ ~ ap~ h
single V-PI.ace node is ~hared by tI:te tw~ .v0:-vels is .not necessary, ~d m~ti:~ :
corresponding low-ranking constramt militatlng agamst V-Place specifi ti
g d
preferring the ~hared. structure to a specified epenthetic vowel is not r~uired. Th~Wentity
of the vowels IS due [0 the fact that they are outputs of the same input vowel.
The analysis of Yoruba, Temiar. and Makassarese using the Integrity approach is
eviden!7 for IN.TEGRITY. as a constraint of ~niversal Grammar, contrary to recent
suggestIOns for Its exclUSIOn from the set of FaJthfulness constraints (Urbanczyk 1998a).
This approach can be extended to the analysis of reduplicative copying.

4.

Reduplicative Copying

The Integrity approach to reduplicative copying makes a number of important assumptions.
First. the i~put to reduplicati.ve .copying is an. ~xal mOlJ'heme that lacks segmental
content. TIus makes the motivation for reduplicative copymg morphologica1 while the
instances of nonreduplicative copying discussed have a phonological motivation,
imfJr~ving ~~c~ra1 mar~edness (see Smi~ 1998 and UssishJ:dn (Sherman), to appear for
a smular dlstmctlon). It IS howe ver possible for morphologlca1 copying to internet with
phonological copying where the outcome of one necessitates the other. Second, the affixal
morpheme may have certain properties such as size and locus of affrxation, among others.
It is these properties that eventually detelTDine bow it is realized relative to the bost stem.
The affixal morpheme, lacking segmental content, can be realized in one of two
ways, either with the least marked, and thus epenthetic segments, or as a copy of the stem.
These are the same options as in nonreduplicative copying. The first option violates DEP
and the second option results in the input stem having multiple copies in the output, one as
a copy of itself and the other as a realization of the affix., a violation of INrEGRITY. The
realization of the affixal morpheme as a copy of the stem is the most commonly attested
pattern of reduplication suggesting that the ranking DEP » lNlEGRITY may be the only
valid one for reduplicative copying. The typological prediction however is that the affix can
be realized with epenthetic segments because of the altemative ranking INlEORITY» DEP.
The range of differences in reduplication panems across languages can be accounted for by
the two constraints interacting with other constraints that are active in the grammar of
particular languages.
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The Integrity approach raises the issue of the place of BR-correspondence
constraints of existing models in the grammar. BR-correspondence constraints can be
reformulated in terms of the relation of the input to the multiple outputs and of the mUltiple
QUtputs to each other with the general characterization given in (30).
(30)

Correspondence in Multiple Outputs
For any element XES] and y, Z E S2. if x9i.y and x9tz, then y:Rz. The x-y and xl relations are of the 1-0 type while the y-z relation is of the 0-0 type.

The characterization in (30) applies to correspondence relations in both instances of
copying. This gives us a model of copying and correspondence relations as diagrammed in

(30. This view of correspondence is similar to Stuijkc's (1997) Broad Input-Output
Correspondence model in which the input has two sets of ourpurs, one for the base and the
other for the reduplicant). The difference is that in her model the outputs stand in BRcorrespondence while here they stand in OO-correspondence.

(31)

Output:

Input:

I

The Integrity approach as reflected in the model in (31) achieves a unified approach
reduplicative and nonreduplicative copying as both involve copying with the motivation
being different in each case. Since both outputs are from the same input, issues of
differences with respect to the identity of the multiple outputs arise. Markedness constraints
may affect the identity of the multiple outputs such that the morphological. as well as the
phonologicaJ, copy is susceptible to identity changes that do not affect the stem copy. Such
changes are found in cases of the emergence of the unmarked.
(0

The Temiar data (22-23) illustrate the difference between reduplicative and
nonreduplicative copying, and the interaction between morphologicaJ and phonologicaJ
copying. The simulfactive affix has segmentaJ content while the continuative affix does not,
and as Gafos (1998) shows, it is realized with varying copies of base consonants. Both
consonants of biconsonantaJ roots are copied while only the coda consonant of
triconsonantal roors is copied as in (32).

(32)

Stem
k:l:lW
s.bg
tr.b:lw
sr.bg

Continuative

kw.k:l::>w
sg.bg

Lrw.k:J:lw
s.rg.bg

The continuative affix like the simulfactive attaches to the major syllable. It can be
reaJized with epenthetic segments or with segments of the stem. It is realized wilh the latter
but varies between one or two consonants of me stem. It is this variation that needs to be
accounted for. We Dote mat the continuative prefers to be realized as a coda. This
preference precludes copying any other stem segment. This is why in triconsonantaJ stems
and stems with a preceding minor syllable only the coda consonant is copied. This is the
only morphologically motivated copying. The copying of both consonants in biconsonantal
stems with no preceding minor syllable is explained by the fact mat continuative affixation,
like simulfactive affixation, results in syllables without onset. The potential violation of
ONSET is avoided by copying the consonant of the stem rather than epenthesizing an
unmarked segment. This copying is phonologically motivated. When ONSET is not at issue
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as in triconsonantal stems and stems with a preceding minor syllable. the onset or the coda
of the minor syllable, as the case may be, provides onset for the continuative affix.

A formal analysis of continuative affixation requires a conslraint that expresses the
preference of the affix for the coda. The constraint is ANCHOR-CONTINUATIVE-RIGHT. 11
interaclS with other constraints that account for simulfactive affixation and MAX-OO. Since
only the coda consonant is copied ANCHOR-CONTINUATIVE-RIGHT must dominate MAX00. The constraints and the ranking needed to account for Tentiar continuative affixation
are given in (33) with an illustrative tableau (34). Only candidates with the affix realized as
a full copy of the stem and as a coda are compared.
(33)

ONSET, ANCHOR-CONTINUATIVE-RIGHT » MAx-OO, DEP» lNTEGRfIY

34)
L!nput: C ont. + b:)w
k:>:)w.k:)ow
a.
w.bow
lb.
C.

d ....

S.

lW·kO:)W

k w. k o:)w

ONS

*!

,ANCHOR-CONT-RIGHT
**!
I

,
,,

MAX-OC> ' DEP

,

**
*

••

**
*

,
,

lNIEo

*!

•

Conclusion

The analyses of Yoruba gerundial affixation. Temiar simulfactive affixation, and
Makassarese coda condition effects show that languages USe a more economical means of
improving strucrural markedness, copying an input segment rather than epenthesizing some
unmarked segment. Accounting for this by reduplicative copying mechanisms misses
important generalizations about observed panerns in the languages discussed. Rather,
reduplicative copying can be accounted for by the mechanisms of nonreduplicative
copying. The same options are available in both, epenthesis or copying, copying being the
preferred option in reduplication most of the time. The Integrity approach thus achieves a
unified analysis for reduplicative and nonredupJicative copying with implications for the
input to reduplication and Correspondence Theory that future research needs to explore.
The Integrity approach not only succeeds in unifying reduplicative and
nonreduplicative copying but can be deployed to handle other cases of strucruraJ
markedness such as vowel hiatus and copying for templatic reasons as in Semitic
languages. Whatever the motivation for copying, be it phonological or morphological, the
choice is always between epenthesis and multiple outputs of some input. Phonological and
morphological copying can however interact in interesting ways in the same grammar.
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